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One of the posters included
in the exhibit.
CorkY Hansen
News Editor
BSU English Professor Tom
Trosky has found a way. to get stu-
dents to think about problems facing
our society. . .
~c~ording to Trusky, his exhibit,
Artist s & Eccentric Books on AIDS
and HIV, attempts to show students
the role of art in national issues.
The exhibit, which observes
National AIDS Awareness Month, will
run through the month of October.
lilt's my job to provoke people to
th?ught. I'm an educator," Trusky
said. Hundreds of visitors saw the
exhibit during its first week.
The exhibit includes books and
other artifacts. There is a display of
condoms and posters promoting the
use of condoms.
ASBSUSen. John Fangman said the
exhibit could have promoted absten-
tion more and safe sex less.
"That's the message I'd have rather
seen promoted," Fangman said.
According to Fangman the fact that
one can stilI contract the AIDS virus-
even if he or she follows safe sex
instructions to the letter diminishes
the validity of the message.
"I think that has to be a flawed
message," he said.
Th~ exhibit examines some ways
to avoid the contraction of the AIDS
virus, as well as the history of AIDS in -
the Unite? States-in an "interesting,
provocative and entertainingfash-
ion," Trusky said.
"I think it's timely, it's important,"
Trusky said. Large steps have been
taken recently in AIDS awareness on
college campuses, he said. .
"I hope I've made a small contri-
bution to that," Trosky said.
Last year Trusky sparked contro-
versy with his exhibit "Women on
Women" which included Madonna's
sexually explicit book titled Sex.
Upon seeing the interest provoked
by .the exhibit, he began to plan
Artist's & Eccentric Books ori AIDS
and HIV.
According to Trosky the exhibit
has not yet drawn the controversy
that surrounded last year's exhibit.
"I don't expect any problems,"' he
said.
The exhibit, . held at the
Hemingway Center Gallery, is open
from 10 a.m.-4p.m. on weekdays.
Trusky said he is willing to guide
groups through the exhibit.
Arrangements can be made for
weekend tours also, he said.
For me. safety of
my bike is a big
issue. I definitely
appreciate the
concern of ASBSU.
- Dan Costello,
BSUstudent
t f
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Heidi Smith
Staff Writer
Bicycle registration offers
recourse to students, faculty and
staff victimized by bike thefts.
"Since school has got underway
we've lost about six to eight bikes in
one month," Sergeant Dick Kersting
of the Campus Sheriff's Office said.
According to ASBSU Sen. Brian
Dulin there are bicy-
cle thefts every year,
and the stolen bikes
are not returned to
their owners because
they are not regis-
tered.
Registration would
have helped BSU stu-
dents Brian Hoyt and
Cyndi Christiansen,
who had their bicy-
cles stolen from their
home last week.
Christiansen said
the two bicycles, one a red Diamond
Back Sorrento with white lettering
and the other a white Ironhorse MT
400 with pink lettering, were taken
from the back porch of their home
during the night. .
Kersting said if a registered bike
is stolen, the police are better able to
find its owner when it is recovered.
The police told Christiansen police
could possibly prevent the thieves
from reselling the biI<es if they had
the serial numbers.
"Now it's harder," Chrlstiansen
said.
ASBSU is working to get BSU
cyclists to register their bikes: In
order to register, bicycle owners
need to take their names, addresses
and telephone numbers along with
the model, brand and serial number
of their bikes to the ASBSU office.
The serial number on
most bikes is located
on the frame near the
pedal opposite the
chain. It can be locat-
ed by turning the
bike over.
"For me safety of
my bike is a big issue.
I definitely appreciate
the concern of
ASBSU," BSU student
Dan Costello said.
Dulin said about
12 people have regis-
tered their bikes through ASBSU.
Leslie Pass, chairwoman of the
Parking, Safety and Transportation
Committee, said bicycle registration
will probably be necessary to enforce
any campus-wide biking policy, like
a dismount zone.
According to Dulin, ASBSU is also
setting up a booth in the Student
Union Building where bicycle own-
ers may register. -
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Homecoming royalty
The Arbiter would like to congratulate Chris Mayes and
Tara Martens for their ascension to the 1993 Homecoming
thrones.' The entire Homecoming Court was crowned dur-
ing Friday night's festivities. Melissa Klug and Keith
Lewis earned the princess and prince titles.
. The Court was chosen through student body elections
held throughout Homecoming Week in the Student Union.
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Compiled by BSU's Career Planning and'
Placement Office, the 20S-page directory is
designed to assist people who are seekin
employment in the Boise area. More than 50~
employers are listed with their types of business
the qualifications they require and persons at th~
business to contact.
Cross references of career specialty and sec-
ondary business names are also provided in the
directory;. _
Techniques of a successful job search are
included in a 19-page section with information
on resume and application writing as well as
procedures for researching potential employers
and improving interviewing skills.
Copies of the directory are available for $25at
the BSU Bookstore. Graduating students regis-
tered with the Career Planning and Placement
Office may purchase a copy from the office for'
$15..
. For more information about the directory call _
385.-1747. - .
.Application deadlin~ nears
New and returning students who are planning to
attend BSUthis spring will want to rememberNov.
24,the deadline for degree-seeking~tudentsto com-
plete the applicationprocessfor spnng semester.
Springsemesterstarts Jan. 18. . .
The earlier students complete the appltcahon
process, the earlier they will be permitted to re~s-
ter, said Stephen Spafford, BSU's dean of admis-
sions.
Thosewho complete their filesafter N?v.24wiII
be able to attend the university only With a non-
degree seekingstatus. Non-degreeseeking students
are those who take seven or fewer credits per
semesterand are not eligiblefor financialaid.
Implemented this fall, application deadlines
have helped make the enrollment process easier
and moreefficient,Spaffordsaid.
The deadline for fall 1994semester admission in
July 27.
- Idaho State University «
An ISU student found dead in his apart-
ment last month was murdered, authorities
say. Daniel Patrick Peterson, 27, was proba-
bly dead for a couple of days before the
apartment manager found him, Pocatello
Police Lt. Kirk Nelson said. The death is still
being investigated as a homicide.
Riverview Apartment Manager Lori
Crowder said she entered Peterson's apart-
ment after receiving complaints of a strong
smell in the building. She and her son found
the body on the floor with a pillow covering
its face. She said the stove and the lights
were on when she entered the apartment.
Nelson refused to speculate about the
cause of death, except to say there was" trau-
ma to the body." .
- The University of Idaho -
U of I fraternities and sororities are revis-
ing their policies on drinking inan attempt to
prevent the implementation of stricter alco-
hol rules by the university. Hard liquor has
been ruled out while beer, wine and cham-
pagne will be limited, and approved moni-
tors will be watching at every fraternity or
sorority function on the Moscow campus.
The changes were approved last week by the
Inter-fraternity Council and the Panhellenic
Council, which govern the sororities.
Under the new rules, each person wiII be
limited to a dozen 12-ounce beers, two four-
packs of wine coolers or one 750-milliliter
bottle of wine or champagne. Hal Goodwin,
vice president of student affairs, said the pol-
icy is goodonly if the students choose to fol-
low it. Goodwin said the action was the first
time fraternities and sororities worked
together to control drinking.
- Northwest Nazarene College -
NNe Vice President for Institutional
Advancement Richard A. Hagood agreed to
become president of the private liberal arts
college. Elected NNe's 11th president by the
'college's ~oard of Regents two weeks ago,
Hagood will replace Leon Doane, who died
of cancer April 7 after eight months in office.
. Hagood has been active in Nazarene lead-
ership, conducting seminars and workshops
for churches and organizations on decision-
making, organizational development and
planning. He was on the Northwest
Nazarene Board of Regents for one year
before becoming vice president. NNC, affili-
ated with the Church of the Nazarene, has
been called one of the West's top liberal arts
colleges by U.S. News and World Report. Its
fall enrollment was 1,171.
Group offers biology scholarships
The Howard Hughes Medical Institute will
award 66 fellowships for full-time study toward
a PhD. or ScD. degree in a number of biological
sciences fields.
The awards provide an annual stipend of
$14,000 and a $12,700 cost-of-education
allowance for three years with a possible two-
y~ar extension.
The fellowships are intended for students
who have completed less than one year of grad-
uate study toward M.S., PhD., or SeD. degrees
in biological sciences.
Students who hold or are pursuing medical or
dental degrees may also be eligible to apply for
fellowship support toward the PhD. or ScD.
The application deadline is Nov. 5. For a copy
of the program announcement or for an applica-
tion call (202)334-2872.
BSUprepares doctoral progrqm
Next year BSU'will offer it program for a doc~
torate of education in curriculum and instruction..
The university is currently accepting applica-
tions from area teachers and administrators who
have master's degrees to enter the program.
The program was budgeted at $50,000 this
year and $178,400for the 1994-95academic year..
The program will train teachers to be curricu-
lum specialists for other faculty in schools where
teachers and principals assume management
responsibilities.
Correction
Due to a production error, the story in the
Oct. 5 edition of The Arbiter about the gay
history study group failed to include the
time it takes place. All interested students
are welcome in Modular 1 on Tuesdaysat
3:30p.m.
Employer directory available
Job.hunters can get useful information about
local businesses in the 1994 edition of the
Greater BoiseEmployer Directory.
Kersting, 1695University Drive,385-1453.
October 3. Grand Theft. BSUStudentUnion.
October 4. Disturbing the Peace. 1421
Campus Ln. #A219.
October 6. Theft. 2055 Campus Lane.
Burglary. BSU trade and Tech Building
(Welding Shop.)
October 8. Theft. BSU Science and Nursing
#22I).
In case of an emergency, dial 9-1-1.
To prevent delay in the response of the
emergency services, it is crucial to remember
that when reporting an emergency to the
police, t~e ~ departm:nt. or ambulances, you
should identify the building or site by using
numbered addresses.
. The crime log !s based on information pro-
vided by the office of Campus Sheriff Dick
Rising high In a woodland hillln the middle
of Boise is a nry special Bed & Breakfast ...
Robin's nest, buill In 1890. shines with ele-
gance lind lurn oflhe century charm yet offers
today's luxuries such asjacuzzl.lubs and shut-
tle service
If the mountain air makes vou hungry, enjoy
breakfast prepared by a 4-st~r chef...
" r> ..
Robin'sN~sl ~- ~-..~...','... "';":'>" r... , ":."'.....,.
~L.._ ~.
336-9551 "~-'~
2389 W. boise An. Bolse,ld. 83706
BASKETBALL 1993 • 94
T - SmRT DESIGN CONTEST
FIrSt Place $100 BSU Bookstore/Bronco Shop
Gift Cenificate
Second Place $50 BSU Bookstore/Bronco Shop
Gift Certificate
Third Place $25 BSU Bookstore/Bronco Shop
Gift Certificate
Entry·Deadline: Friday,0ct.22,1993.
For contest rules and more information call:
Donna Hartman at 385-3811 or 385-3080.
Pick up Contest
Rules at:
rgx:o
&d (; Brealdasl
ny Size Fountain
Soft rinkl
u-L._ Redeem At:···_w·- __v Or BravaI.l And Floor Student Union
Rlvem. • A.the . •W DeD. FIrat ~ SCIenco/EdUCaDOn BuIldIng ,
VoId After 10.15-93
Snehours: Mon.&Tues. Bam. -1pJn.
Weds.1broogb Fri.Bam. - 5p.m..
sa Uh.m. - 5pm.
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System
Corky Hansen
News Editor
If all goes well, the BSU Registrar's
Department will have advanced tech-
nological assistance within the next few
years. .
Development of the degree audit
system-which will ease registration
and the evaluation of graduation appli-
cations-was given top priority last
year by BSUPresident Charles Ruch.
Registrar Susanna Yunker said stu-
dents could receive a printout of the
classes they need to complete their
degrees before each. registration cycle,
which would make registration easier.
According to Center for Data
Processing Director Steve Maloney, pro-
jects like touch-tone registration were
put on hold because the degree audit
program would facilitate the use of
other programs. .
"The notion is that the students
could do more self-advising," Maloney
said.
Pre-registration by the students
would leave more time for advisors to
counsel them about issues other than
what courses they need to graduate,
like internship and job opportunities,
Yunker said.
Yunker said the system also would
allow her staff to evaluate degree grad-
r mises re istr ti n str
ArMer/Brian Becker
Degree audit means less work for students and staff.
uation applications more quickly. The
evaluators are currently working on
applications submitted in November of
last year for graduation next spring, she
said.
In addition, degree audit could help
departments in planning which courses
they should offer because they will
have a better idea of how many stu-
us str
Dave Fotsch
StaffWriter
Nearly everyone at BSU
agrees there's a problem with
parking. Some 15,241students
are competing for parking
spaces this fall, as enrollment
swelled nearly 3 percent over
last year.
Administrators anticipate
even more students will enroll
next year. But where are they
going to park? Ideally, at
home. .
John Franden, executive
assistant to the president, said
the goal of a new program
offering all students, faculty
and staff free use of the Boise
Urban Stages was to reduce
the number of cars coming to
campus by 510 on any given
day. .
BUS General Manager
Debbie Ruggles said only a
month into the program, the
BUS is very close to accom-
plishing their goal. '
Bus ridership alone, how-
ever,' may not answer the
problem of BSU's growing
population. .
"The BUS is only part of
the solution. Somewhere
down the road we must
address the need for addition-
al ground leve~ parking a.nd
possibly a multi-level parking
facility," BSU Architect Vic
Hosford said.
THE ARBITER
CLASSIFIED AND
PERSONALS. GET
RID OF OLD
JUNK AND PICK
UPANEW
RELATIONSHIP
OR TWO.
But such plans do not come
without a price.
Two years ago, under for-
mer President John Keiser's
administration, Hosford's
department designed a multi-
level parking facility that
would be adjacent to the
Morrison Center. The plans
called for the ground floor to
be used for classrooms and
the, upper floors for parking
about 300 cars.
Without the classroom
space, the facility could be re-
configured to house 500 cars,
Hosford said. Parking spaces
would each cost between
$10,000and $13,000 to build.
"We're not pursuing a
parking structure now
because we haven't figured
out a way to pay for it,"
Hosford said.
However, the university
continues to investigate less
expensive surface parking
lots, as part of a long-range
planning effort: Hosford said
they can build surface parking
for about $2,500 per stall,
including land acquisition.
Ruggles said building more
parking lots amounts to little
more than a subsidy of the
private automobile.
"You create problems for
your community by your
practice of encouraging peo-
ple to drive single occupancy
vehicles," she said. .
dents need to take particular courses.
But before the system can be imple-
mented, the data center must form the
outline of the program and send it to
the Registrar's Department. The regis-
trar will then begin to enter the pro-
gram qualifications into the system.
"That is ... a reasonably significant
task," Maloney said.
I s with
Ruggles said the BSU pro-
gram offering free bus trips is
a step in the right direction.
She said the $61,000 BSU will .
spend to provide free bus ser-
vice will save the university
the cost of building new park-
ing lots. It also helps the BUS
expand service' to the entire
community.
More must be done to dis-
courage people from driving,
she said.
"Incentives are great, but
disincentives are better," she
said. "We've got to bring
parking in line with costs." .
A general parking permit
at BSU costs $15 a year. At
that rate it would take 167
years to payoff the cost of
building a single surface park-
ing space. It would take 667
years to payoff a space in a
parking garage built at the
minimum estimate of $10,000.
Bob Seibolt, director of
Campus Safety and Parking,
agreed that parking at BSU is
a bargain. .
"We should price permits
at a supply and demand level,
which we currently don't," he
said.
Seibolt conceded that
would have a political cost.
"It's tough because it
affects everybody. But the
parking situation has gotten'
to the point where alternatives
need to be looked at," he said.
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BSU is the first college in the nation
to attempt to implement the program
on a network computer system. The
data center has been working on mak-
ing the system work on a network com-
puter.
"I think we've shown in concept that
. it'll work," Maloney said.
But implementing the system will be
more expensive than the university had
originally anticipated;
"There are some added expenses,"
Yunker said.
"[We're] trying to find out what are
going to be the costs once we phase
into it," she said.
Yunker said the Executive Steering
Committee will decide if the degree
audit system is still economically feasi-
ble to the university. If the program is
approved, the Registrar's Department
will begin formatting the system with
specific major requirements this year.
"It is our hope that we will be able to
get the process under way this year,"
she said.
It will take a few years before the
degree audit program is fully opera-
tional on campus. When it is opera-
tional, students will be able to follow
the program required for their majors
more easily, Yunker said.
"This is a neat addition to our stu-
dent system," Maloney said.
r wth
Ruggles said she was
encouraged that the program
is very close to attaining its
goal of getting 3 percent of the
faculty, staff and students to
ride the BUS.
. Once the weather turns
cold, Ruggles expects to see
ridership rise.
Still, BSU has only broken
even. Even if 3 percent of the
university community uses
the BUS this year, the campus
population increase of 3 per-
cent negates the potential gain
in parking space over what
we have this year.
BSU will continue to work
with the city and -county to
solve a problem that is not
unique to the campus ....
Ruggles iSsued a ,challenge
to the larger Boise community
to follow the university's lead
in examining the options to
building more parking spaces.
"This community cannot
afford to keep motoring down
. that path of subsidizing the pri-
vate automobile," Rugglessaid.
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eyes qhanges,
Eve Costello
Staff Writer, '
The BSUMasters of
Social Work, program
is gearing up for .a
series of revisions. At
its last meeting,the
Faculty Senate
approved new classes,
course title changes
and changes in the
times some courses are
offered.'. . .
Juanita Hepler, pro-
gram. coordinator. for
the MSWprogram,
presented the change
proposals to the sen-
at~.
Nearly 14 classes
are revised in the pro-
po~al.: So, many
changes are being
made because the
MSW, is a' new pro-.
gram, said Hepler.
"We've been' work-
ing on the curriculum
, since I've been here,"
she said. Hepler has
been at BSU since the
beginning of the pro-
gram three years ago.
The" MSW 'will,
broaden its offerings
with electives on a
variety of topics.
Substance abuse, fami-
ly, violence, minority
issues and economic
policies \V ill be cov-
ered'with the new'
changes to the pro~ ,
gram. '., '
, "Ourmajorfocus.ls
, family and, children,"
said Hepler. The elec-
tive courses added to
the program will give
MSW. students an
edge. in counseling on
family issues, she said.
Students and facul-
ty worked with field
practitioners and.ia
consultant. from the
Council, on Social
Work Education to
.propose.thechanges, ,.'
, "TheCouncil does
,. haveguidelines. There .
, isspedfic contentthaf .
must·be.,covered,", '
Hep'lersaid~; To·m~et':·
accred~tatiQI1,,:~stan-'
Arbiter '5
,Teacl1etslealnne'vV:ttenCJS
",>''''-{.':;' '.:' ',:: . < " - •• ,',' ".-" .'.
Corky Hansen·
News Editor 'dards, the program
has to meet course' and '
faculty requirements;
Hepler said the pro-
gram has rather strin->
gent admission
requirements right
now to keep it man-
ageable.. As thepro-
gram grows, careful
attention will be given
to . faculty-student
ratios and .course
offerings. This year 32
students are partici-
pating in the two-year
program: '
Hepler said the pro-
gram ,is already
attracting students
from all over the coun-
"try, and the modifica-
"tions will probably
attract new students. '
. "These changes
make it a better pro-
gram," she said.
A number of BSU education
majors were given insight on the
, latest developments in education
at the Reading and Social Studies:
Going Back, to the Future
Conference;
.,.About 660 teachers from Idaho
and Oregon attended last week's .
combined conference of the Idaho
, Council International 'Reading
Association arid Idaho Council
" for the Social Studies, held in the
SUB: '
, About 50 students participated '
in the conference. Another 25 to
30 students helped organize and
staff the conference, according to
Dr. TIm Morrison, BSU associate
professor of teacher education. '
. Morrison said attending pro-
fessional conferences keeps stu- .
dents abreast of trends in educa-
tion, which goes well with the'
excitement new teachers take into
the professional field.
- -
- -
@
RK
. "That's a good combination,"
he said. "
ICIRA ·VicE!.President Lynne
Ball said attending the confer-.
ences gives students an idea of
the support structure available to
teachers. ' . '
"It helps them know that there
are professional organizations out
there to help them," Ball said ' .
Ball,who teaches second grade
at Cynthia Mann Elementary in'
.Boise, said conferences help stu-
, dents and teachers understand - .
that teaching is more than giving
assignments and grading papers.'
"It's been really uplifting," she,
said. .'.
Junior elementary education
major Danielle Cottle said the
conference enabled her to meet
teachers.'
"These are our future peers,"
she said. "
The conference featured.sever-
al acclaimed keynote speakers,
including authors Clifton Taulbert
and' Akimi Gibson and State
AlbllMlSha.m. Hane'
Idaho'Siate Attomey
General LarJY Echohawk
,speaks with conference
attendees.
Attorney General Larry
Echohawk, who addressed the
teachers in the' conference's open-
ing session.
currenttyoffers
EMPLO¥MENT OPP RTUNITIES
., If you're looking for .ajob 'BSU' Radio'isone'of the"
'on'campus that combines: a', .fastest .·growing: public, radio
proqresslvepayplan, :training,,'networksjlithecountry; -andls
.::and,.,:rnaybe,'even '·a ·career,·'·quicklygaining'anationalrepu'" <: '.
check',out these:job'openings::tation for outstandlnqproqram- ,
at BSU Radio: niing--with staffing that relies
.~'AudioEngineers ,primarily 'on top-quality' stu-
-BusinessAssistants' dents.
Self-Ser:vlce Coples· 5¢
Fun-Color Caples , 95¢
High-Speed Caples (100+) .. 4¢
Oversize Caples (17)(22) ...$1'.50
FAX Service Available . If you meetthes:e .qualifications ..~
..BSU student with~aminimum'2.'67G.P.A.'
-,Freshmenwelcome,withhigh schOOlG.P.A.,of 3.0
'- Strong communication skills
- Desire to'work with a high-iintensity broadcast team
~ic::J<l.Ipan· appUcationforrntorjay!
. Application forms available a~BSU Radio, Rm. 213,
Simplot-Micron Instructional Technology Center
. '. '.
SATURN PRINTING'-' -'-'---'-'--'---1',
On BrOad~ay, atro~ from:Albert~ans Ce.it,',er
Business Cards • lellerhead
Envelopes • Carbonless FOrms
. Newslellers • Brochures .
·C~/~.~speClaliSIS~ :. .
,,£~?~#§j~'
336-8170 ,
FAX 344-6037 ..
• 1222 Broadway Ave. Boise
Free Pick:up & Delivery ,
Full-Service. Offset Prll:ltlng
In.House Typesetting,
Design '& Layout '
·Creoifs·foldHI€1r1.g11'("J.©E§S"
nowdvailableatBSlJ
GET MONEY
FROMYOUR,UNCLE
INSTEAD.
Your Uncle Sam. Every yoar Amty ROTC
awards scholarships to hundreds of talented ,
students. If you quil1Ify, these merit-based
scholarships can helP yOu pay tuition and
fees. They even pay a Oat rate for textbooD '
, and sUpplies. " ,
Youcan also receive an allowance ofup to
$1000 oilch school yoar tho scholarship is in,
effect. Find out today IfyOuqualify.
For more information, call Captain 'Ibm
W~~~OO. '
ArbKer/llCott RIIVMl
Peter Wollhelm, Suicide Prevention Hotline board
menme" addresses the Oct. 1 symposium.
Sacco said. . '
"I think it is nicethat.
the university does recog-
Students proficient innize that the students
any language "from A,ra"- have ''a', skill," Mark
bic to Zulu" are able to Wheeler, assistant to the
receive up to 22 semester . dean of admissions, said.
credit hours at'BSU, 'Wheeler said there are
according to Modem Lan- about 160 international
, guages " 'Department students attending BSU,
Chairman Stephen . the'm~jority holding
Loughrin-Sacco. ' : English as a second lan-
"We'want to give equal' guage.
value to all 'types of lan- The College of Arts,&
guage expertise," Sciences InttttJolJl Dean
Loughrin-Sacco said. , ' Phillip Eastman said the
Previously, students policy will allow the uni-
could receive advanced versity to better serve
placement credit for up to international students. ,.
22, semester credit hours "I think it's an excellent
in, Spanish, French, Ger- idea," Eastman said.
man, Basque and Russian. Loughrln-Sacco said
"It in essence allows us students who have recent-
to give credit for more lyreturned· from LOS
than the ... languages we missions 'in other parts of
offer," Loughrin-Sacco the world are also in need
said. of challenge exams in Ian-
Loughrin-Sacco said guages not taught at BSU.
most of the exams' are "The LOS institute of reli-
given through Brigham .gion sent a list to the
Young University in Modern Languages
Provo or the University of Department of about 350
Michigan. , , , returned missionaries
"We ideally would like who are proficient in
students to be tested other languages, he said.
through B)'U," Loughrin- Loughrin-Sacco said
Sacco said. there are cases' in which a
The new policy pro- native speaker of a Ian-
vides international stu-
.dents with the same.edu-
'·'cationalexperiellce as for
native English speakers,'
allowing them to receive
credits in their native lan-
guage ,and in 'English,
Loughrin-Sacco said.
"We want to make sure
that everyone can come to
BSU and receive graded
credit for their language
experience," Loughrin-
Corky Hansen
News Editor
I kstli
'...
I
..
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Dave Fotsch
StaffWriter
Joyce McDaniel, who has
been affiliated with the hot- '
line for almost 11 years, said
listening can mean a lot. She
and her husband serve as
volunteer directors, and fre-
quently answer the phones.
"We really stress that our
interventionists are not
trained counselors, they are
interventionists. They're
there for that period of time
of crisis that Jim (Nicholson)
was talking about. They.
make the difference."
Interventionists need ollly
commit to six hours a week
and complete their shifts
from their homes. Training is
provided and BSU students
can earn practicum credit for
volunteering. The hotline
will conduct interventionist
training workshops Oct. 22,
23, 29 and 30 in the Commu-
nication Building for those
interestedIn volunteering.
Internship credits are avail-
able.
RISIRVI orr I C IRS'
Last month Gov. Cecil
Andrus declared the week of
Oct.3-9 as SuicidePrevention
AwarenessWeek.
The events, including an
Oct. 1 symposium, were
organized by BSUcommuni-
cation Professor Peter Woll-
heim, who serves on the
board of the financially trou-
bled Suicide Prevention Hot-
line.
Since stories first surfaced
of the hotline's financial cri-.
sis, about $60 in contributions
have come in, he said.
"That's enough to keep us
operating for maybe three
days," Wollheimsaid.
Gallen Lewis, an Injury
Prevention Specialist with
the Idaho State Department
of Health and Welfare,
stressed the importance of
developing programs to con-
front the issue of suicide.
Lewissaid Idaho 'shares an
unusually high suicide rate
with the rest of the Rocky
Mountain states. Of the 10
states with the highest rates
of suicide, eight are located in
the Rocky Mountains. Idaho
averages 16 suicides per
100,000people every year.
To put further perspective
on the problem, Lewis com-
pared the death rates for
automobile accidents in
. Idaho, roughly 220 per year,
to those for suicide, about 160
per year. Lewis said there are
dozens of programs to pre-
vent highway deaths. Virtual-
ly none address suicide.
The BSUCounseling and
Testing Center is one of the
few programs in Idaho. that
deals with the problem.
Center Director James
Nicholson and his staff han-
dle about 25 students with
suicidal intentions every year
at BSU. BOllE 83120-.000 .
"I t k th thi GoVERNOR'S OFFIa! lNlEllNSIIIPS. a e ese mgs ,very AVAJIABJiTO oualified students: 1994 Legislative'iiliemships.in the Idaho
seri oUS, an d' when peop Ie Governor's Officc in Boise. These pcsltioas offer ~experiencc in the adminlstra-
talk suicide to me, l'listen," lion of slate government:. Academic credits arc available and should be arranged lhrou~
Nicholson said. , your academic department. ' .
Nicho,lsonsaid during the ,The inlernship is full-time and thetolaltimelnvolvemenl would be fran the CCllvaI-'ing of the S2nd Idaho Lcgislature. SccoiIdRegolar scssial on lanU3ry 10. 1994, until
crucial time when suicide is .legislatiVe adjournment in early April 1994. ihe internship includes a$l00/weckltipcnd
being contemplated, having to cover expcrises. ',',' , . \ .'
someone to listen to can, Primary emph.sis wiUbe placed on malitoring the aetivities oflegislativccommittees
and working with the governor''; llafl' on critical issues. , '
potentially'save a life. ,,[f you arc canfortable with these rcquircmenta. please ~C1 Will Simall, the IDtem
The Sui cide Prev entipn Coordinator, at the Officc of the Governor. State Capital, Boise, Idaho, 83720, orat (208)
Hot,lin,e is 10" oking'afpr,a, few . 334-2100. Interviewa willbc arranged al yourcampus after October 22,1993"and final
, .. leaiODJ will be announced by GoVemorAndnaa by December I, 1993.
gOQdlisteners. ,1,~ ~ -1
Hours:FRI.11-9.SAT. 11-7, SUN.12-5
at the PAVILION. BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY
Admission $3.00 wRh this Ad $2.50
Senior Citizens & Students $2.00
ALL ANTIQUES FOR SALE
WALTER LARSEN. DIRECTOR
Glass Repalr,by THE GLASSMAN
OFFICE OF THIi GOVERNOR
.fATi CAJ'«OL
guage is found to, admin-
ister' the. exam. Students
can also 'betested ' by
native speakers. in, the
. community, under the
direction of the Modern
Languages Department.
Eastman. said keeping a
.high academic standard'
in 'language i testing was a
priority in fotmingthe
policy ..
, "That was my main
concern in" the' be.gin-
ning,". Eastman said.
" "I do riot have reserva-'
tions about that," he said.
The tests are adminis- '
tered by ,Modern Lan-
guages Resource, Center
Director Bruce Swayne,
and' evaluated by the uni-
versities. Although stu-
dents receive letter grades
for advanced' placement
tests in languages taught
at BSU, the BYU tests are
pass/fail.
,. Students ale able to
obtain the course chal-
lenge forms from the
Modern Languages'
Department, located on
the fifth floor of the Edu-
'cation Building. The cost
is $10 per credit hour, to
be paid. to the cashier
before taking the test.
-.: ..' s ~Cj: -;;, :'.'~,i·..:Y ~:~
la 1111& G
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Eve Costello
StaffWriter
fe t ckles
ri v nces51
Charles Davis, chair of', take effect.
the Faculty Senate, brought . i Martin said the changes
up the inter-library loan fee .were proposed because
recently suggested by the' currently when students
Library Committee as a' have problems they don't
remedy for borrowing abus-. know what recourse to
es in inter-library loan situa- '~ake.ASBSUhopes ~ocl~r-
rions. Davis said the fee '. ify the process with Its
could hinder students with" proposed .c~anges.
their projects. ~x~ofhclO me~ber
"The' cent re being Philhp Eastman said he
. mno a thought the senate should
pumsh;d for. the abuses of give the policy as much
others, he said. attention as the student
.The i~ter-library loan fee .. body has by sending it to
will be discussed more fully -committee.
at a later meeting. "I .think this is an
CJ Martin. presented important policy," he said.
changes to the academic Several members
grievance policy as agreed, and the policy will
approved by ASBSU. The be looked at in full senate
faculty seriatemust approve 'after it has gone to com-
the changes before they can mittee.
Graduate programs, new
classrooms, library business
and the academic grievance
policy made up the agenda
for a recent Faculty Senate
meeting.
The senate approved sev-
eral changes to graduate
programs in the SocialWork
and English departments. '
Juanita Hepler, program
coordinator of the ·Social
Work Department and
department Chairman Mark
Lusk presented course addi.-'
tions and description
changes to the senate for the
Social Work masters' pro- .
gram. Course' deletions and
title changes were also
requested.
The request for changes
to the graduate program
were approved unanimous-
ly.
Carol Martin, chairwom-
an of the English
Department, presented a
request for a Master of Arts
in Technical
Communication. Sen. John
Freemuth asked if there was
. any overlap in subject mat-
ter with any program in the
Communication
Department.
"They are aware of the
proposal. .. I think it does
not conflict andmay be
complementary [to their
program]," Martin said.
The senate unanimously
approved the new program.
BBWlCH 1iHRMA.
I.JrgoIt UbraIY of InfonnalIOn In U.S.
19,218 ro1'lCS • AU SUBJECTS
llnler eataJog Today with Visa I MC or COD
lIB 800·351·0222
. Or, rush $2.00 to: Rllurch InlollllllJon
11322 Illaho Ave. I2O&A, Los Angeles, CA 90025
Mental iUness
has warning signs, too,
Withdrawal from social
activities. Excessive anger.
These could be the first
warning signs of a mental
illness. Unfortunately, most of
us don't recognize the Signs.
Which is tragic. Because
mental illness can be treated.
In fact, 2 out of 3 people who
get help. get better.
For a "free booklet about
mental illness and its warning
signs. write to or call:
National Mental Health Association
P.O. Box 17389,
Washington, D.C. 20041
1-800·969·NMHA.
lam to'see ,the waraJog eJgDs.
Arbiter 7
With good behavior, youl\\be .
out in just 5months.
With a 4 year college degree, you can begin your
career in law as a paralegal in just 5 months.
• Approved by the American Bar Association
• Free lifetime national placement assistance
• Financial aid available for eligible students
• Includes a 100 hour Internship
Call today for a free video "Your Career In Law"
1-800-848-0550
DENVER PARAl£GAL
INSTITUTE
140119th Street Denver, CO'a0202----------~-----------------------o Please provide Information on the paralegal profession.o Please send free video "Your Career In Law·
Name _
AddreSS _
City ...,.
State Zip DENVERPARA1£GAL1NSII1IlIE
Phone Age' 1.«l1 19th Street-- DenV8f. CO lI0202
Graduation Date l-aoo-84lHl55O
'8 Arbiter fues~ay.October'12;~1993
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wtoexamine
y ur breasts
II
Breast cancer is the most common form
of cancer found in women. About 175~000
MlIIIIr~AdIIm ~ancI phlctCIrigNII CXUleIYof".~e--tocIId1 ,', woinen will develop breast cancer this year.
Begin
with the
right
breast.
In the shower,
place right
arm behind
head. Check breast for any
lump or thickening.
In front of
a mirror,
with arms
at your side,
look for any .
changes in the
contour of your
breasts, such as
a swelling or a
dimple in the
skin. Repeat
with arms
upraised.
While
lying
down,
put a pillow under right
shoulder. 'With fingers flat,
examine right breast, pressing
gently in small circular "
motions; then squeeze nipple
to check for dis-'e\\;, charge. Now do .
; 'your left breast.
Earlydefection can be key
in beatlnqbteast cancer
Nancy Gray
Staff Writer
. .
Editor's note: Nancy Gray tells of her own experience.... '
Iwas 18-years-old~hen I ~scovered the lump in my left . 'breast. Itwasdunng my firslself-exam., , .
, Being young and immortal, performing a " However, according to information pro-
self-exam was the last thing I thought I'd be .videdbythe American Cancer Society, 80
doing. percent of breast lumps are not cancerous.
That was until I met a woman who had a For thoselumps that are malignant,
bilateral mastectomy. I was a hospice nurse early detection is the best protection and
and the woman was assigned to me as a the best hope for a cure..
patient. The woman was frail and timid and One of the most important aspects of
as I undressed her for her shower both thin early detection is a monthly breast self-
arms flew up to cover the thick red mastec- examination, or BSE.
tomy scars that ran across both ribs. .Women should look for swelling, lumps
That night, while performing the exam and changes in the thickness of their
in the shower, I discovered the lump. I breasts, Also, women should check their
spent the next few days re-examining the armpits for any unusual changes or symp-
breast. I pressed the lump into my skin toms.
until ~was sore and red. But the lump 'Women age 20-30 who are not having
.remained. symptoms are encouraged to have their
Finally, I told a friend. Then I told my breasts examined by their physician every
mother. The following week, I was finally three years. A yearly exam is recommended
persuaded to see a doctor. for women over forty. '
My family physician pal- A mammo-
pated the breast as if it were a I left the surgeon's gram, or breast
detached lump of clay. I asked ex-ray, also is
questions and watched his office with a three- used to detect
face. But he said nothing. His ,by-five card on lumps. A base-
face was blank. He sent me to line mammogram
a surgeon. breast cancer should be per-
The surgeon also palpated d,S,,~g,no, sties,,' formed between
the breast. I was still laying - 'the ages of 35~39;"
on the table beneath the an appointment , Wom~n age 40-
breast. But the breast had f 49 are encouraged
taken on a life of its own. The or a mammogram to have a mam-
surgeon mumbled to the and no answers~ mogram every
nurse and the nurse mumbled " . one to two years
to the receptionist. even if there are no symptoms. Women
I left the surgeon's office with a three-by- over 50 should have a mammogram every
five card on breast cancer diagnostics, an year. .
appointment for a mammogram and no Saint Luke's Regional Medical Center,
answers. offers ,low cost mammograms. Women
Once the mammogram came back, I was under the age of thirty need a-doctor's
scheduled for surgery. At 6 a.m, I was referral.
admitted to the hospital. At 6:20 I was Thirty to 40 percent of breast cancer
"prepped" for surgery. At 6:40 my surgeon deaths could be prevented if all women had
walked into the room carrying a clipboard. regularly scheduled mammograms, accord-
At 6:50 I signed a release form allowing the ing to information gathered by the
surgeon to remove both breasts, if necessary. American Cancer Society.
When I awoke in the waiting room sev- Currently, there is no way to determine
eral hours later, my chest was covered with who will or won't get breast cancer.
,a flesh coloredplaster bandage. I could not . However, there are several, factors that put
feel my breasts with my hands. Even my some women at a greater risk than others.
mind could not tell Women who are over the
me if my breasts The AmericanC'ancer age of 50, women whose
were still there. families have a history of
I called out for a Society reports' that breast cancer, women who
nurse. I was crying breast cancer has a have their first child after 30,
, and nearly hysteri- women who have never had
cal. After what cure rate of over 90 children and obese women
seemed like an t f • .- d are all at a greater risk.
eternity later, the percen or oca Ize If a lump or other changes
nurse found my cancer when found are detected, the Society rec-
chart. My breasts - .-. . ommends that a woman first
were intact and the at Its ear lest stages. see her physician and then
tumor was benign. . gather information on how
Seventeen years later, I touch the jagged breast lumps are treated and the procedures
.thin white scar that's imposed itself on my available for both benign and malignant
lower left breast. and still feel the anger, the tumors.
,frustration, and the shallow depth of my Most importantly, don't be afraid to ask
own mortality.. questions.
Seventeen years ago National Breast The American Cancer Society reports
Cancer Awareness Month did not exist. that breast cancer has a cure rate of over 90
Toda~, thanks to orga!"Zations like th: percent for localized cancer when found at
. Amencan C:ancer SOCIetyand the Natio~al its earliest stages.
Cancer I~titute, peop~e are finally ~earnmg Techniques for early detection are simple .
a~out a disease that will affect one m every and take only it few minutes a month.
nme women. , Those few' minutes could mean the differ-
ence between life and death.
American Cancer Society information
pamphlets are available at the BSU
Women's Center, '
5 . J '; i." _ ~" •
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p'etition plan - good
intent, bad execution
Overcrowding news stories.
Overcrowding editorials. Overcrowding
grumps. Overcrowding presidential
decrees. Overcrowding letters to the editor.
And now, overcrowding petitions. Our
university has become overcrowded with
overcrowding.
The Arbiter would like to compliment
ASBSU for taking a proactive step in
putting an end to this lingering trouble by
,circulating a petition to present to the legis- ..
lature. Their petition asks the state- legisla-
ture to appropriate $6.? million of their
budget surplus for the construction of a
general classroom building at BSO.The uni-
versitydesperately needs' this facility if it
intends to accommodate the students
already attending BSU, not to mention all
the expected growth ..
However, we disagree with ASBSU's
proposed petitioning method. While we
like to s~e them aroundcampus collecting
signatures, we think they behaved irrespon-
sibly when they asked the Faculty Senate if
they could interrupt classes to petition for a
facility. This was inappropriate for several
reasons.
First, ,instructors have a limited amount
of time each semester to present the materi-
al students pay for, and ASBSUtopics prob-
ably don't rank high on instructors' agen-
das. .
More importantly, ASBSU would put
unfair pressure on students to sign by pre-
senting the petition in a classroom. Ideally;
ASBSU should approach students in a way
that students can feel comfortable not sign-
ing, or even walking away from the peti-
tion. But when captive in their desks, stu-
dents are forced to make a.decision that is
\ visible to both the ASBSU representative
and classmates. The most democratic prod-
.uct cannot come from such an environment.
We acknowledge and praise ASBSU's
efforts to solve overcrowding at BSU by
communicating student concerns to the
"Idaho Legislature. But they went too far
when they asked to infringe upon instruc-
tors' and students' time and space to
accomplish this.
The Arbiter Editorial board is made up of Bditor-ln-Chlef Dawn
Kramer, Managing Editor Adam Forbes, Opinion Editor Jon Knapp,.
News Editor. Corky Hansen, Culture Editor Melanie Delon, Sports
Editor Scott Samples and Chief Copy Editor Eve Costello.
r wth'isn't aUthem gic
economists say that it ls
So often I hear that con"
cern for the environment
must be balanced with con-
cern for the economy-that
environmental dreams need
to mesh with economic reali-
ties. I generally agree with
this statement, except I
would say, "Economic
dreams need to mesh with
environmental realities."
Contemporary macro-eco-
nomic theory, whether in
capitalist, 'socililist,' or
Stalinist nations, tells us to
pursue growth as the ulti-
mate economic ideal.
Economists, usually retained
by big business (or by the
government, which is also
retained by big business),
spout scary words like
, "recession" whenever any-
one takes a stand that threat-
ens growth.
But here, on this Arbiter
page, I will now reveal to
you the great. secret
economists want kept from
. the public: "growth" means
nothing.
Well,not exactly. But it
doesn't mean much.
Basically, growth means an.
increase in our gross national
product (GNP)., And the
GNP measures" aggregate
demand," which is nothing
more than a fancy word for
all cash transactions within
an economy.
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economy grows, but only
because we have more guns,
jails, cops and emergency
health care, then we are all
as "better off" as if there had
been growth in housing,
education, food and preven-
tative health care.
Furthermore, the GNP
includes federal deficit
spending. If you flip back
and forth between a couple
. of charts in the past few
years of the Statistical
Abstract of the United States
you will find a disturbing
trend: Most of the growth
that has occurred since
Reagan took office would
not have occurred had we
balanced our federal budget.
by Jon Knapp You may be wondering by
'-- ;.....__ ---'...... now why Iwrite about this
in an environmental column.
The first trouble with My hope is that these words
growth lies in what it tries to will loosen' your faith in
measure. Only cash transac- economists, especially when
tions matter, which means they speak in tongues and
that economists cannot see . preach subservience to
Amish barn-raisings and growth, because the growth
baby sitting co-ops. .Ideology poses the .single
To compound blindness . greatest threat to our envi-
with ignorance, economists ronment.
do not distinguish between You don't have to be a
socially redeemingtransac- math whiz to figure this out.
tions and harmful transac- Unlimited growth (what all
tions. A billion dollars worth respectable economists
of food equals a billion dol- dream about) cannot be
lars worth of jails which • Root continued on
equals a billion dollars worth page 11
of plastic surgery. And if our
~
Boot
The Arbiter is the weekly student newspaper of BSU. Its
meager budget consists of fees paid by students of BSU and
advertising sales.
Letters to the editor should be delivered to our office by 5
p.m. Friday. They should be no more than 300 words in length
and wi1l only be edited for spelling. Letters without a name and
phone number wi1l not be printed. Personals, messages, advice
and Kiosk listing are free, but limited to no more than 50 words
and should also be submitted with a phone number. Classified
ads cost 25 cents a word per week for individuals, 50 cents for
businesses. Include a phone number and send everything to The
Arbiter 1910 University Drive, Boise, ID 83725. Call us at (208)
345-8204or Fax to (208) 385-3198. Subscriptions are available for
$20 per year.
The Arbiter recognizes Adam Forbes as Biter 0' the Week•
Adam simply needs to get out more because he has been spend-
ing too much time in the basement doing production along with
. his editorial duties. Thanks for all your help Adam!
•
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Hi there, how are you doing
today? Here, let me take that heavy
bag. You just sit down in this nice
comfy chair and let me get you a
nice big plate of steaming hot
media information and news.
Mmmm, here we go. Now, isn't
that just nummy? It came from the
cutest little jar with a picture of a
smiling happy baby. I know how
muchyou.love your news this way:
bland, with just a hint of meat. You
fit right in.
We, as a society, run screaming
in terror from the realities of the
world. We want our news spoon
fed to us as pablum, nothing bitter,
nothing cold or hard, just the facts
watered down in a blender so as to
not upset our delicate stomachs.
Gritty realism? Life and death?
Sordid facts? We want those where
they belong-in our entertainment.
We flock in droves to movies like
The Terminator, Terminator 2, and
Indecent Proposal-movies filled
with cinematic gorefests and spe-
cial effects. After two hours of
Hollywood, we can walk out of the
cinema, into our Gerber baby food
lives and say to ourselves, "It was
A how-to guide on
defining your group
Dear Editor,
Contra Carny Mills
, '1Ii order t~ avoid any more self
defining on the part of partisan
groups (who could easily write a
paper full of self-serving apologies
each week), I wish to offer the Short-
Form Definer For Political Hacks:
We , are
organIZation name (e.g, Kymer Rouge)
-good--:"t:-:'"hIn;-g---";;"" goo-d-:-:t':":hI-ng---J
and are not , ----J ----J
bad thing bad thing ad
infinitum
but our enemies are the reverse.
In reality no matter what you call
yourself, I might call you something
you don't like after I observe what
you do.
Respectfully,
good thing
Glenn C. Skelton
ASBSU Senate
leA threatens rights;
all need to fight
Dear Editor,
In October of 1992, two individ-
uals were murdered in their sleep
in Salem, Oregon. Their crime? The
man was gay and the woman was
a lesbian. Oregon's Ballot Measure
9, aided by the Oregon Citizens'
Alliance, fostered such an environ-
ment where 3 teenagers felt that it
was within their right to kill two
innocent people simply because
they were homosexuals. The
teenagers threw molotov cocktails
through the windows of the apart-
ment the two people shared, and
the man and the woman both died.
_ After moving to Boise from
Salem, I discussed the newly
formed Idaho Citizens' Alliance
with some friends of mine. They
stated that the organization really
did not pose a problem, and that
t hers like t
only a movie.
People don't real-
ly die in such
gruesome ways or
commit such acts
as selling wives.
I'm glad that I live
in real life!"
When we get
home to our com-
fortable little
apartments, we
tum on the televi-
sion and glue our
eyes to "COPS" or
"America's Most
Wanted" and watch
the underbelly of society get arrest-
ed by top notch members of law
enforcement. We take misguided
solace in the glamorous presenta-
tion of the shows-it helps deaden
the reality of the people
involved-human beings, like you
and I, bleeding in the streets, shoot-
ing randomly at crowds, screaming
in anguish over the freshly dead '
members of their family or commu-
nity.
Within the last year, our very
own hometown rag, The Idaho
k
Statesman, has come
under fire for attempts
to publish real life
news. The first time,
they printed a photo '
that showed the hand
of a drowning victim
entangled in branches
alongside the Boise
River.
The second inci-
dent involved both
words and pictures
that upset the delicate,
formula eating mem-
bers of our communi-
ty. There was recently
a fatal head-on collision between a
motorcycle and an automobile just
outside Boise. The story mentioned
that the driver of-the motorcycle
had been decapitated. The accom-
panying photo showed the accident
site, with white sheets spread over
the area to cover the individual
body parts of the two cyclists killed
, in the crash.
Many readers wrote and
expressed extreme anger with the
Statesman for printing the photos of
both the drowning and the wreck,
the Alliance would be unable to
gain the necessary amount of sig-
natures in order to place their mea-
sure on the ballot. I, at the time,
was under the impression that it
was the people who were not
actively involved in the Citizens'
Alliance that one could not under-
estimate-e-fhose that voted quietlY,
and skewed all the polls and pre-
dictions. However, upon learning
that the Idaho Citizens' Alliance
, had formed their own little student
organization, I am beginning to
change my mind.
Oregon's Ballot Measure 9.was
defeated because Oregonians real-
ized that it was not just a "gay
issue," but an issue of equal rights.
The Citizens' Alliance has honed
their campaign skills, and
Idahoans from across the board are
going to have to get involved to
insure that the measure does not
pass. The Citizens' Alliance is no
longer comprised solely of Right
Wing politicians from Oregon, but
now includes students and even a
student senator elected by the stu-
dent body. It is going to take a
broad base of Idahoans to insure
that the measure does not pass, let
alone make it onto the ballot. I
encourage everyone to see past the
rhetoric of the Idaho Citizens'
Alliance, and join an organization
formed to defeat the cause of this
narrow-minded organization.
Karen Scheffer
food drive bins
are not for trash
Dear Editor,
To all the people who are
throwing their trash in the
Volunteer Service Food Drive bins
in the Education, Business, and
Student Union buildings'. Why is
it that you feel you must do this?
No one asked you to throw your
trash into thesebiris, as these bins
are there to collect food for people
who are in need. There are plenty
of trash cans nearby on this cam-
pus if you feelthat you must
throw your trash away in such a
hurry.
I personally do not understand
how you can do such a thought-
less act and still sleep at night. On
occasion when I see a homeless
person who is asking for food, I
have gone to the store and bought
them some food to eat. I don't do
this every time I see a homeless
person, but I do it when I have the
time and money. However, that is
my own personal feelings and
maybe not yours. I have been sue- '
cessful in society and lwantto
share my success. As for you who
throw trash in volunteer food
drive bins, that is obviously what
you feel you must do to contribute
to society. Finally, if everyone was
like you in this world, it would
scare me to think what this world
would be like.
Bart Patrick
ASBSU Senate
Tax surplus could
help BSUexpand
Dear Editor,
The fact is obvious, BSU is
becoming way too overcrowded.
The population explosion that we
have been experiencing is going to
, be continuing for some time. It's
great to see so much interest from
people to attend college and better
themselves through education. Yet
space to offer these educational
opportunities has reached a break-
ing point.
The opportunity is ripe for BSU
to expand its classroom facilities.
This year the State of Idaho has a
it' lum
as well as mentioning that the driv-
er of the motorcycle had been
decapitated.
They called the photos disgust-
ing and insensitive, and said that
mentioning the decapitation was
unnecessary and In poor taste. No
more reality, please-I've had my
fill for the day.
The cold, hard truth of the mat-
ter: a man was decapitated; two liv-
ing, breathing, whole human beings
were tom to pieces by the laws of
physics in action; a woman
drowned and her body was lodged'iri
a pile of branches. These events
. happened: The stories presented
the stark realism and horrific
tragedy of life. No sugar coating,
no pablum, just bold, hard, real ,
facts and vivid details to illustrate
the severity of the two incidents. '
No sensationalism, no tabloid-
esque headlines, just the reality that
is sorely lacking today. Reality is
not a movie, and movies (no matter
how hard they try to be) are not
reality-we would do well to
remember this, lest we become a
nation out of touch with the beauty
and horror that is life.
tax surplus due to the overwhelm-
ing growth across the state. This
means that every state agency will
be standing in line to get an extra
piece of this left-over pie. We have
the opportunity to bring 6.5 mil-
lion dollars of that surplus to BSU
to build a new classroom building.
The only way that this will hap-
pen is if we convince the State
Board of Education as well as
Governor Andrus to the impor-
tance of this project. Every member
of the University community needs
to approach their individual state
legislator with this issue, and let
them know how you feel. As a con-
stituent it is their job to listen to
their problems regarding this issue
of state government. Realizing that
this may be more involvement
than some students have time for,
then consider taking a couple of
hours during your Thanksgiving
vacation to accomplish this.
Grassroots support for this
appropriation by individual means
is the only way to achieve the goal
of 6.5 million. We encourage all
students to at the very least come
by the student government office
in the SUB and sign our-petition
supporting this issue. Once five
thousand signatures are taken, the
petition will be given to Governor
Andrus with the hopes of having
him place it in his budget request
to the state legislature.
Please help to support this
endeavor. BSU is a terrific place to
get an education. Only with your
support will it continue to meet the
needs of your fellow students now
and in the future.
Terry Jones
ASBSU Senate
Environmentalists merely
argue that since we must stop
growth eventually, we should do it
now so that wecan retain some
quality of life. If we want to save
, the world from the humans, or
even just the humans from the
humans, we must turn our macro-
economics textbooks iri to be recy-
cled.
, -
• Root continued from
page 10
achieved on a planet with finite
resources. If we don't stop growth
eventually, we will consume all the
stuff that is. And without stuff, we
won't have an economy. (Actually,
we won't have anything because we
will all be dead.)
,
family entertainment grouppresents .
'1~4- t)idtI·~ ~~ ~I
.. ~L9oISC~ .
ocross« ~' ~ . ~~~~
15,16,17 ..4? - at local
22,23,24' .'(1 Circle K Stores,
26,27,28, .' West One Banks
29,30,31 and at
FartiJer Brow" 's
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Forensics squad takes 5th slot In Utah tourney"
The.Broncos' best showing in' debate was
the two-person team of juniors Dan Gus and
John Nye, who used wins over Southern Utah
University, Arizona State University and
RockyMountain College to help BSUfinish in
the tournament's top five. .
ASU dominated the tournament to finish
_first. The Collegeof Eastern Utah was second
and Northern Arizona was third. BSU fino.
ished ahead of host Utah, as well, as
Colorado, Nevada-Las Vegas,San JoseState
and WeberStateUniversity.
BSU will open the Northwest Forensics
Conference competition in Tacoma,Wash. at
the University of Puget Sound's Logger
Invitational in three weeks.
Last year the BSUDebate and Speech 'Ieam
finished sixth in the nation;
The BSUDebate and Speech Teamopened
the 1993-94forensics season recently with a
fifth-place finish in a field of 19 colleges and
universities at the University of Utah Fall
Scrimmage Forensics Tournament in Salt
LakeCity.
The BSU effort was. led by junior Manda
Hicks of Jerome, a transfer student from the
College of Southern Idaho. Hicks was first In
persuasive speaking, second in speech to
entertainand eighth in informationalspeaking.
Other top 10 finishers for BSU included
. junior TIffanySeeley who placed seventh in
extemporaneous speaking and 10th in
impromptu speaking, and freshman
Annjanette Blackmerwho was sixth in speech
to- entertain and eighth in interpretation of
dramatic literature.
ae ~~40
~~~;etJd&~
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Seal')' delights await you at the Field of Screams. Wander through
ourhaunfed maze cut through an acre and aha If of field corn fOr
a 'spook-tacular· good time for the whole family!
Under 4 yrs.: Free 4-77 yrs.: $3.50 12-120 yrs.: $4.50
@ '~~~ i~31')}. '4:!XZZA . VUIQW. - 't!:Qr-
KTV8: . For Information call 286·9319 ~
a portion ~rIhe proceeds 10 benefit CHILDREN'S HOME SOCIETY OF IDAHO .
BSUenrollment
. surges In fall
semester
BSUenrollment grew for
the seventh consecutive
semester this fall, - with
15,241students enrolled for
classes in academic and
technical programs.
The enrollment is a 2.5
percent increase over last
fall. Since 1987, enrollment
at BSU has increased by 36
percent or almost 4,000 stu-
dents.
The official count report-
ed to the Idaho State Board
of Education after the 10th
day of classes showed that
BSU's largest enrollment
jump was in the senior class,
which grew by 192students,
a 7 percent increase over last
year.
Enrollment of minority
students at BSU is also ris-
ing. This year minorities
make up 7 percent of the
undergraduate student pop- .
ulation, up 6.5 percent from
last fall.
• Parking continued
from page 1
Quad area. It's just inappro-
priate," said John Franden,
executive assistant to the
president.
The possibility of remov-
ing the bike racks from in
front of the Business
Building was also discussed,
but concerns on the issue
were expressed by ASBSU
President CJ Martin.
Final decisions on the
matter were not reached at
the meeting. Some members
of the committee wanted to
give the student body the
opportunity to respond to
this issue and to express any
ideas they have, as well as
any concerns. they have
about the proposed guide-
lines.
"We are trying to encour-
age alternative ways of
transportation and we don't
want to discourage the use
of bicycles," said Roger
Gossi, director of Student
Special Services.
Another suggestion pre-
sented to the committee was
the building of covered .....
holding areas that would be .
in essence parking areas for
the bikes. . '; .
The committee plans to
continue the discussion at
their next meeting, which .
has not yet been scheduled.
(Offer expires only when you do)
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tir reness Month,
ThrOugh AIDS Aw,a AIDS information
, display featuring 'ngwaY centera ' the Hem' atten-w,'nQ ,n . . dees to tears due to the,'Ssh0 .. hzes sensitivity and emotion thethe diversity of the ~or- artists try to evoke. A poster
?,ats used by the artists of two teenagers parking
mvolve~. reads, "Mary has been in a
A wide range of perspec- car accident and she doesn't
tives are given to appeal to even know it yet."
every me~b~r of the human And The Band Played On,
race, which IS the target of . the HBO movie about the
the di~play..AIDS: A Pr~mer conflict in the discovery of
for Children ~san educatio!'al the virus, is showing on a
booklet ~eslgned .to provl~e large screen TV in Gallery 2.
accurate information to chll- A Public Service Announce-
dren in a format geared to ment and a selection of
their level. . songs relevant to the reality
~IDS Demo Gr.aphlcs of the display is playing in
deplcts.Ne~ York~rtists and the same gallery.
collectives reaction to .the First AIDS kits from
lack of response by society Planned Parenthood contain-
and the government to the . I f ty i f tiAIDScrisis. ., . mg sexua sa ~ .m orma on
There are comic book for- and co~doms are the.re f~>r
mats written in Spanish, the taking near the sign-in
posters directing AIDS book. A!DS/HIV tarot cards
awareness to Native Ameri- are available for personal
cans, a penis shaped book, consumption, too.
HIV / AIDS tarot cards and 1£ you only attend one
an incredible variety of artistic display this year,
materials that spread the make sure it's Artist's &
message to everyone. Eccentric Books On AIDS.
The display may be offen- Because this art may just do
sive to some, surprising to what it was intended to
others and may even move do-save yourlife.
Sean Lee Brandt
StaffWriter
In correlation with
National AIDS Awareness
Month, a startling and infor-
mative display is showing in
the Hemingway Center Oct.
1-31.
Artist's & Eccentric Books
on AIDS and HIV focuses on
'works of art dealing with
educating people about the
HIV / AIDS virus. The dis-
play consists of books, pic-
tures, paintings, cards,'
movies, public service
announcements, T-shirts and
other mediums to spread the
message of the dangers of
AIDS.
The term eccentric applies
to books which use a non-
traditional codex format. The
display, organized and
arranged by English Profes-
sor Tom Trosky, is presented
in a manner which best uti-
un the usy
Melanie Delon
Culture Editor
Il
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"If we're not playing one week-
end, we're recording," said Ned
Evett of his band the Deep Down
Trauma Hounds.
The Trauma Hounds are one of
the hardest working bands in Boise.
"We go out of town at least once
a month," said keyboardist Todd
Dunnigan. Between their tour
schedule and their regular appear-
ances at Tom Grainey's and
Grainey's Basement, booking time
for other gigs is a challenge.
"We played our first gigs in
Eugene; North Carolina, and
CBGB's in New York," said Evett ..
The Hounds decided to rettirn to
Boise, where they've retained the
same member line-up for two
years.
"The colleges are open to us, but
the other bars who are comfortable
with cover bands fear us," said
Dunnigan. Though Trauma Hounds
are a Grainey's house 'band, they
try not to rely an cover tunes
,"when we can getaway with it,"
said Dunnigan.
DDT, left to right, are Todd Dunnigan, Ned Evett,
Christian Koppenhafer, Corey Stoutenburg and Pete Weaver.
"We don't pull stuff off of Top and completely unrehearsed or "off
40," said Evett. The songs Trauma the cuff," said Evett.
Hounds do replicate might be a mix On stage, the energy of Trauma
of two or three pieces no one else Hounds' vocalist Christian Kop-
does. The works are often requests . penhafer along with the rhythm
n
section composed of the skin crash-
ing Pete Weaver and bassist Corey
Stoutenburg combine with the ver-:
satile Evett and Dunnigan to make
their shows a must see.
"We have fun, and when we're at
our best, everyone is involved in
that fun," said Evett. Deep Down
Trauma Hounds have a kookie light
show and a sound Dunnigan
.describes as "just rock."
Trauma Hounds have recorded
their "just rock" sound on a 12song
CD available at their live shows as
well as the Record Exchange and, of
all places, Fred Meyer. Other
recorded material by the Hounds
includes a 7", and solo albums by
Evett and.Dunnigan.
Deep Down Trauma Hounds are
currently recording another CD and
are in the midst of completing a
record deal with Black Happy's
label, Pacific Inland Records.
To hearthe Hounds, go directly
to T-omGrainey's Oct. 13-16, or
catch Dunnigan and Weaver dee-
jaying Trauma Hounds and other
local music on Pirate Radio Power
100 on Sunday nights from 7 p.m.-9
'p.m. .
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MUSIC
Blues Bouquet 345-6605. 1010
Main. Doors open Mon.-Sat. from.9
p.m.-2 a.m. Tue.-Sat, music by the
Hoochie Coochie Men at 8:30 p.m.
Tue.-Thu. and 9 p.m. Fri. and Sat.
Braval 385-1223. Sponsored by
Student Activities. Located on the
first floor of the Student Union.
Admission is free. All shows begin
at 7:30 p.m. Oct. 15: Acoustic folk
music by Johnny Shoes.
The Cactus Bar 342-9732. 517 W.
Main. Doors open at 9 p.m. Ages 21
and over. Mon. and Thu, are open
mike nights.
•Crazy Horse 384-9330. 1519 W.
Main. All ages welcome. All events
cost $5 at the door. Oct. 15: Fore-
skin 500 (from Denver) with Seattle
artists Steel Wool. TIckets available
at Retrospect. Oct. 16: Amrep tour
package 'Chokebore, Today is the
Day, and Guzzard.
Grainey's Basement 345-2955.
107 S. 6th. Open 8:30 p.m.-2 a.m .
Ages 21 and over. Oct. 13-16:
Whipping Boy.
Hannah's 345-7557. 621 W.
Main. Doors open at 3 p.m. on .
weekdays, 5 p.m. weekends. Ages
21 and over. Wed. nights are ladies'
nights. Tue. nights: Suicide Clutch.
Wed.-Sat.: Rocci and The Agents.
Koffee Klatsch 345-0452. 409 S.
8th. 18 and over after 9 p.m. No
cover charge. All shows begin at 9
p.m. Oct. 14: Bill Coffey and Gary
Newcomb. Oct. 15: Felt Neighbor
(unplugged). Oct. 16: Peggy Jordan
and Phil Dean.
Simply Grimms 344-7312.
Presented by Kids Koncerts ,
and The lliustrated The- .
atre Touring Company.
TIckets prices vary for
individuals and
groups. The show
will begin at 1:30
p.m. in the Spe-
cial Events
Center on Oct.
16.
THE-
ATER&
MUSICALS
A Chorus Line 385-
3535. Presented by Touring
Productions Inc. Tickets
available at Select-a-Seat are
$25.50 and $20.50. The Broad-
way musical will begin at 8
p.m. in the Morrison Center on
Oct. 18 and 19. .
Kind Ness 385-3535. Sponsored
and presented by the BSU depart-
ment of theater arts. Tickets are
available at Select-a-Seat' for $6.50
general, $4.50 students and seniors,
and free to all BSU students, faculty
and staff. The satirical comic drama
begins at 8 p.m. Oct. 13-16.
Something's Afoot 385-0021.
807 W. Idaho St. Presented by
Knock 'Em Dead Productions, Inc.
Dinner shows begin at 6:30 p.m;
Fri.-Sat., 8 p.m. for show onlyTick-
ets available at Select-a-Seat cost
$12.50 show only and $23.50 dinner
and show. The comedy will run
Oct. 14-16, 21-23, 28-30 and Nov. 4-
6.
Bone- '
-flower, Butter-
:fly Train and
Splinter.
Pengilly's 345-6344.
513 W. Main. Ages 21 and
over. Every Mon. night is acoustic
jam night featuring John Hansen.
Oct. 13-16:Joel and Mike.
To~ Grainey's 345-2505. 109 S.
6th. Open 9:30 p.m.-2 a.m. Ages 21
and over. Sun. nights feature rock
n' roll with Boi Howdy. Mon.
night is blues njght featuring
Chicken Cordon Blues. Tues. night
is jazz night featuring Opus Pocus
from 8:30 p.m.-close. Oct. 13-16:
The Trauma Hounds.
RECITALS
Student· Recitals 385-3980.
Sponsored by the BSU department
of music. All student recitals are
free. Performances are held in the
Morrison Center Recital Hall. Oct.
16: vocalist Brenda Spargo at 4 p.m.
Oct. 17: senior recital with Pianist
Rachelle Cahoon at 4 p.m,
Lock, Stock N' Barrel 385-9060.
4705 Emerald. Open 8 p.m.-mid-
night. Ages 21 and over. Sun. night:
bluegrass music. Tue.-Sat.: Tauge &
Faulkner.
In Partnership: A Northwest
Forum on Rural Cultural Develop-
ment 334-2119. Sponsored by the
Idaho Commission. on the Arts and
the National Endowment for the
Arts. The forums will be held at the
Red Lion Downtowner on Oct. 15
from 4:30 p.m.-7:30 p.m., Oct. 16
from 7:45 a.mAO p.m., and Oct. 17
Museum After Hours 345~8330. from 8 a.fu.-12:20 p.m.
Compiled by Culture Editor Melanie Delon.
ART .' .-'..
Artist's and Eccentric Books on
AIDS & HIV 385-1448. Admission
is free. The artifacts and literature
will be on display in the Heming-
way Western Studies Center week-
days from 10 a.mA p.m. Oct. 1-31.
Concerts Master Thomas Slye
344-7600. 515 Main St. Sponsored
by the Old Boise Guitar Co. TIckets
cost $7 in advance, $8 at the door
and $5 for children under 12. The
traveling minstrel will perform at
7:30 p.m. on Oct. 11.
Neurolux 343-0886. 111 N. 11th
St. Ages 21 and over. Doors open at
9 p.m. Mon.-Sat. Cover charges
vary. Live DJ's every night. Oct. 13:,
ntrlv n ish,
n r Stuff is mush
Brian Fox
Staff Writer
Biases stink. When faced
with a decision or a submit-
ted opinion, people tend to
refer to memories and pre-
conceptions of a related or
identical issue.
Fortunately, this was not
a problem for me when I
heard The Wonder Stuff's
new album, Construction
for the Modern Idiot. My vast
universe of knowledge and
insight failed to include any
recollection of their material
whatsoever.
These guys looked typi-
cally pretentious and egotis-
tic like any other of a thou-
.sand bands crammed into
bins at any of the music
stores throughout the
world. '
Slapping the Wonder
disk into my wonder Sony, I
pressed play. The first thing
which struck me was how
squarely they fell into a.s~-
gle category: pop. The gw-
tars are a bit cheesy, the beat
pattern contrived, and the
album as a whole has no
theme or purpose.
But what else is new in
the abysmal world of pop?
However, to make compar-
isons with any other Top40
group would be erroneous.
Peering into the jacket L
oerused some wonderfully
"deep" lyrics. .
In the album's best track,
"Sing The Absurd," the
Stuff's front man Miles
Hunt lets us in on a portion
of his wonderful personal
philosophy of maturity and
honesty. '
However, the music
veers seriously away from
the mood of the lyrics in the
wholly mediocre song, "1
Wish Them All Dead."
Imagine sounds of happi-
ness and frivolity comple-
menting the lines, .
"I'm gonna spit every
word so that my hate can be
heard/ You know I wish
them all dead/ I wish them
all dead." .
Music has a message all
its own, but when themes-
sage is contradicted with
the lyrics of the song, I'm
left wondering with a big,
nasty question mark hang-
ing over my head. Thought-
ful and provoking lyrics
can't make. up an album by
themselves.
The music on Construc-
tion is only marginally origi-
nal. "Reduce, Reuse, Recy-
cle" is a phrase that belongs
in supermarkets and on tree
huggers' bumpers, not in
the world of music. The
music on this album has
been recycled and re-recy-
cled to the point of musical
oatmeal.
Miles was quoted as say-
ing, "1 think this is by far
the best Wonder Stuff
album." Hmm, Remind me
not to buy any of their pre-
vious albums. On a scale
from one to ten, I give Con-
struction For The Modern
Idiot a "maybe."·
Upon noticing the songs
running through my head, I
feverishly yanked the disk
out of. my stereo, and
slapped in some Godflesh.
No wonder.
670 Julia Davis Dr. Sponsored by
the Boise Art Museum. Admission
is free. After hours shows run 5:30
p.m.-7:30 p.m. Oct. 13: Mainstream
Jazz. .
North American Indian Paint-
ings by George Catlin 345·8330.
670 Julia Davis Dr. Sponsored by
the Boise Art Museum. Museum
hours are 10 a.m.-5 p.m. Tue.
through Fri. and noon-S p.m, Sat.
and Sun. Sept; 2: Museum open
until 9 p.m. Admission costs $3
general, $2 students and seniors, $1
school age children, and kids 5 and
under get in free. Catlin's exhibit
will run Aug. 28-0ct. 24. Also fea-
tured through Oct. '24: Oversize
Still Life: Selections from the
Glenn C. .janss Collection of
American Realism and Selections
from the Permanent Collection:
James Castle Drawings. .
STUDENT PROGRAMS
BOARD (SPB)
Inside the Aryan Nation 385-
1448. Sponsored by the Lectures
committee. Tickets cost $3 general,
$1 BSU students, faculty and staff.
The multimedia presentation by
Floyd Cochran will begin at 7 p.m.
in the Jordan Ballroom on Oct. 12.
Robin Crow 385-3655. Sponsored
by the Concerts committee. Tickets
. are available from Select-a-Seat for
$4 general and $2BSU students. The
guitarist will perform at B p.m. in
the Special Events Center on Oct. 15.
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;Aaah. The essence of faU:multi-
colored leaves, brisk air, animals
readying themselves for hibemation '
and a gaggle of new releases.
H you're like me, you go out and
buy your favorite music on the first
week it's out. While the hasty pur-
chasing does display your loyalty as
a fan, it leaves you time to get sick of
listening to the same stuff. '
For those who love the tunes on
Pearl Jam's Ten, but don'tgef the ','warm; happy-on-the-inside feeling
.anymore, their new release is due
out next week; I've heard a few of
the singles from the new Pearl Jam
on Power 100, and they sound-
. great- meaning they haven't lost a
bit of their touch.
Another new release you may
'want to check out is In Utero by Nir-
vana. I can't say enough great things
•about this one.If you didn't like
their first release Bleach, and were
afraid to buy In Utero because every-
one said it was going to be a dupli-
cate, let the, truth be known.
In Utero is.Its own entity, and ifit
had to be compared to their other
stuff, I'd say it sounds more like
Incesticide. Some of the tunes to
check out are "Heart Shaped Box,"
"Pennyroyal Tea" and the rape
pl:Otest song, "Rape Me."
,snrstf I is stilt
ses
On a less controversial scale, the
new album by the Lemonheads
appropriately titled Come On'Peel
The Lemonheads, will be out soon
along with a new one from Teenage
Fanclub.
. Live albums will also be a big
thing this fall, MetaUica will release a
compilation taped during their
recent tour inearly November. And
the Cure have put their creative tal-
ents on disc for their new one called
Show.
With all the wonderful sounds
bursting forth this fall, fans should
be content to open their ears and a
, charge account CIta local music store.
utflrst-r t
A Bronx Tale's origins in the
thea.ter ~re obyious ..The pat
ending IS a distraction, but
'Palmintero's dialogue.espe-
dally for Sonny, his own-char-
acter, is often insightful and
fu~l~re is an . inte~racial '
romance between the teenage·
Calogero (Lillo Brancato) and
a black girl (Taral Hicks).
Rather, than' enhancing the '
story, it seems irrelevant. And '
the ,dialogue here iscuriously
stilted (e.g. "That wasn't a
kiss." Pause. "This is a kiss.")
The actors have a tough time
with the lines.
As .a topic for its own
movie, an interracial romance
set againSttensiooS' in the '60s
Bronx may have proved inter-
esting, but sandwiched here it
doesn't work;
Worth noting is the atmo-
sphere; We feel like witnesses
to an era. Ayoiding idealistic
portraits of inner city upkeep,
Italian neighborhoods are shot
impeccably neat and filled
with stoop sitting citizens.
These are contrasted with
other neighborhoods which
deepens our 'involvement
with the story.
The acting is first rate, and
DeNiro's directing is by no
means incompetent. It's nice
to see Debliro in "nice guy
mode" as Lorenzo.
David Augello
StaffWriter
A Bronx Tale is a competent-
ly made, character-driven
movie which in the end is a
little too subdued for its own '
good.
Inevitable comparisons will
be made between Tale and
Good/elias due to similar story
lines and Robert DeNiro's
association with both. A
Bronx Tale, though, surpasses
Goodfellas on a human level,
while technically inferior
probably due to budgetary
constraints.
As it little boy, Calogero;
nicknamed "G," witnesses a
.murder in broad daylight per-
formed by the local mafia big-
wig Sonny (played by Chezz '
Palmintero). After protecting
, Sonny from the police, the boy
. is introduced to the world of
'gangsterdom and he likes it. '
C's father Lorenzo, played
by DeNiro, preaches the val-
ues of liVingan honest life. C
becomes a confidant of
Sonny's behind his father's,
back but remains basically a
good kid, anyway. Entering
the mafia never seems a likely
course for him. ' ,
Palmintero's script (based
on his play) and DeNiro's
first-time direction are both
awkward at times. DeNiro
finds a style of his own apart
from his mentor, MartinScors-
ese. He seems most sure in
quiet conversation scenes.
FRONTIER
PRODUCTIONS
PRESENT IN CONCERT
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NAMPA CIVIC AUDITORIUM
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"
IRONICALL~ THE TIME TO START
SAVING FOR RETIREMENT IS WHEN IT WOKS
LIKE YOU CAN LEAST AFFORD IT.
Even if you're not counting the years to
retirement, you can count on TIAA-CREF
to help you build the future you deserve-
with flexible retirement and tax-deferred
annuity plans, a diverse portfolio of invest-
ment choices, and a record of personal
service that spans 75 years.
Over a million people in education and
research put TIAA-CREF at the top of
their list for retirement planning. Why not
join them? '
Call today and learn how simple ids
to build a secure tomorrow when you
have time and TIAA-CREF working on
your side.
Can't afford to save for retirement?The truth is, you can't affor~ not to ..
, Not when you realize that your retirement
can last 20 to 30 years or more. You'll want
to live at least as comfortably then as you
do now. And that takes planning.
By starting to save now, you can take,
advantage of tax-deferral and give your
money time to compound and grow.
Consider this: set aside just $100 each
month beginning at age 30 and you can
accumulate over $154,031* by the time,
you reach age 65. But wait ten years and
you'll have to budget $211 each month
to reach the same goal,
75 years of ensuring the future
for those who shape it:"
15
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UilimaloDlreclionsGomlnl P~ck
'Wrth two 20-0z -.boltles.
Reg. $36, sale $28.99
REI Polartec 300 Jackel
Women's and men'slmen's tall.
Reg. $801$84, Sale $59.991$62.99
OCTOBER,15~24
Tols' REI Snowsull
Reg. $74, Sale $59.99
WIN GREAT PRIZES
Enter to win terrific outdoor
gear in our Grand Opening .
Sweepstakes and enter to win
Bkke~~k@Sand~during
our daily drawings.
Details lnthe store.
FREE ESPRESSO BAR
We're serving free Moxie Java.
coffee drinks, Friday through.
Sunday, October 15·17.
Ralchlli RR 3.8 Boots
Men'stwomen's. Reg. $145, Sale $119.99
Smith SUR Valley Gogglos
Reg. $21, sale $14.93
Nlke Caldera ..
. 3/4 Plus Bools
Women's/men's. Orig. $58/$60, .
safe $39.93J$42.93 ' . . .
.DAILY SPECIALS
Shop· Monday-8aturday .
for great buys on,one-
day-only specials.
Ask us aboallht bmdIts ofREllIl<llIbmIJIp.· ~'bopearlyl' Quanllllts IiJI>.
IItd 10lied on Iwld.' Sony. no maD Or pbonf onItn.· No pall'011agt did·
dmd eamedon saJdltms.· ADllmls badltd by RfJ's lOOt,;(;uannItt,
Quality Outdoor (;ear and Clothing Since 1938
8300 W. Emerald St., Boise· 322·1141
'~._ I
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The BSU volleyball team split matches on
a Montana road trip this weekend, losing on
Friday to Montana and beating Montana
State on Saturday.
The Broncos' three-match win streak was
broken, but their Big Sky Conference record
stands at an impressive 4-1.
"I'm not real fond of losing, but we lost to
a good Montana team," BSU head coach
Darlene Bailey said.
BSU lost their first conference match to the
Montana Grizzlies, a team favored to win the
Big Sky. Montana easily took the first two
games- 15-9, 15-6. The Broncos challenged in
the third, but the Grizzlies capped a three-
game sweep, winning 16-14.
"1 always believe we have a chance to win,
but we're not quite there yet," Bailey said.
"We didn't attack as well as we can, but our
defense picked up as the match went on," she
added. . .
The Grizzlies out-dug the Broncos 72-44, a
statistic that Bailey isn't pleased with. "That
says that we're hitting the ball, they're
. digging it and putting it down," Bailey said.
With their league record standing at 3-1,
Bailey felt that a win against Montana State
was necessary.
"Going into the trip, we knew we had to
go 1-1," Bailey said.
Boise State won the first two games easily,
15-6, 15-4. Montana State denied the three-
game sweep, winning the third 15-6, but the
Broncos ended the match with a 15-3 win in
the fourth.
"1 was expecting to win the match easily,
even though they won the third," Bailey said.
"They're suffering from injuries, and they're
trying to stay alive," she added.
. Melissa Dahl, who had an impressive 15
kills and 13 digs against Montana, again led
the Broncos with. 11 kills and seven digs.
Amber Woodcock added eight kills and three
blocks, and Kristen Dutto had three solo
blocks of her own.
BSU returns to Bronco Gym this weekend
when they face the Idaho and Eastern
Washington.
Bailey wants to beat Idaho but she doesn't
feel that it is a make or break for them.
"They're on top of the league. Beating
them would give them a loss and improve
our chances of winning the regular season,"
Bailey said.
Arbner!Scott Raven
BSU's Harry Beresford (72) and Brandon Ferguson (35) chase downNAU's Alex
Marcelln after a Bronco turnover. BSU committed seven TOs In the game.
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The Broncos had several
chances to get something going
but usually wound up shooting
their big toe off.
Trailing 14-0 early in the
second quarter, the Broncos
were rolling.
Tight end Del Graven
caught passes from freshman
quarterback Tony Hilde of 20
and 25 yards to get down to the
Lumberjack 18.
Hilde dropped back, looked
into the endzone and was
sacked. The ball was jarred lose
and NAU recovered, ending
the Bronco threat. .
The 'Jack defense, one of the
best in the Big Sky, sacked
NAU ruins Bronco Homecoming with 23-9 loss
''''';''"/'0'- " <";" , ,i;:'<
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Mark E. Woodall
Staff Writer
The BSU football team is
close to winning but still seems
to have a ways to go.
Last Saturday's game
against Northern Arizona is a
good example. The Broncos got
inside the N AU 30 yard line
five times and score only one
touchdown in a 23-9 loss to the
Lumberjacks.
"The game was so winnable
it almost made me vomit," BSU
head coach Pokey Allen said.
The loss drops BSU to 2-4
.overall, 0-2 in the Big Sky·
Conference.
Hilde 13 times and' forced
seven BSU turnovers.
"You can't win a game with
seven' turnovers and thirteen
sacks," Allen said.
The Bronco defense, which
allowed 14 points in the first
half, made a few changes and
came out in the second half
strong.
"We didn't play too well in
the first half, but made some
changes to come out strong in
the third (quarter), " linebacker
Brian Smith said.
Eric Escandon and Stefan
• Broncos continued
on page 18
ScottGere
Staff Writer
Editor's note: This is the first in a
three-part series on B5U's three women
head coaches.
As far as BSU gymnastics coach
Yvonne "Sam" Sandmire is concerned,
she's died and gone to heaven.
Sandmire is a person who loves her
job .
"1 always knew I wanted to coach
gymnastics," she said ..
Arid that's exactly what she's been
doing-and doing it well. In her
seventh year as head of the increasingly
successful BSU program, she's already
preparing for another.
uil s str
Over the years BSU's fledgling
program has developed into a
formidable one under Sandmire
tutelage and her team currently has an
All-American in junior Julie Wagner.
Sandmire's experience is not limited
to college coaching. In the past she has
owned and operated private clubs,
including one in Montana and one in
Wisconsin.
But for Sandmire, coaching college
athletes is the ultimate. Still, it took
some getting used to.
"I've never had a boss before,"
Sandrnire said. "But (the university)
hire the people that can do the job and
then let them do it."
She has help now that she didn't
n
swin
Layne D. Hansen
Staff Writer
ng r m
have before. Instead of taping ankles
herself, there's a trainer. Instead of
writing her own press releases, the
sports information department does it
for her.
She also places heavy emphasis on
the help of her supporting coaching
staff, Bill Steinbach and Tina Bird.
"I love teaching at the college level,"
she said. " And the k,ids-you know
they're dedicated. You know they'll
stick out." .
One of three women head coaches at
Boise State, Sand mire said she hasn't
experienced much in the way of
• Sandmlre continued on
page 18
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There are a lot of things
in the world of sports that
are irritating.
Nagging injuries like a
pulled groin are a little
irritating. Gettingwhacked
in the face and bleeding can
be irritating. Losing the last
game df your career in three
different sports is just
damned irritatinR. .
It's been awhile since I've
been in competitive,
organized sports.
Now my athletic career
consists mostly of pick-up
ball with other has-beens
and never-weres, That, in
itself, is a little irritating.
But there is still one last
refuge for those of us trying
to eke out a couple more
moments of "glory" in the
radiant glow of athletic
competition-intramurals.
Golf teams
in Big Sky
tourney
The three-day Big Sky
Conference men's and
women's golf champion-
ships began last Sunday and
finishes up today in
Moscow.
BSU's teams are among
the competing squads at the
U of 1 golf course. There are
five men's teams and eight
women's squads competing
in the tournament.
After the first 18 holes on
Sunday, the BSU men's team
was in second place with a
total of 286. On the women's
side, BSU was only two
strokes behind leader Idaho
State. TheBengals led with a
339 and the Broncos shot a
341.
Track tickets
go on sale
.'.-'
The NCAA kicked off its
ticket-selling drive for the
1994 Division I men's and
women's National Track
and Field Championships
at Bronco Stadium last
week with.
Idaho Gov. Cecil Andrus,
Boise mayor Brent Coles,
BSU president Charles Ruch
and a handful of former
track and field All~
Americans were present at
a press conference held last
Tuesday to announce ticket
sales.
The championships are
the largest sponsored by the
NCAA with over 750
athletes from over 110
schools competing. This is
the first year BSU has
hosted the championships
and it is the ·largest
collegiate event in Idaho
history, according to BSU
athletic director Gene
Bleymaier.
Currently only reserved
all-session tickets are
available, each going for
$32 apiece. Student's will
receive a discount, with
reserved all-session tickets
wop onents irritating part
Tuesday,OctoberJ2,1993
Boise State offers a pretty
decent array of intramural
activities, although I only
care about the basketball
and football portions. The
events, for the most part, are
decently organized and well
run.
While problems can arise
(like last week's flag football
game when my one and only
touchdown pass was
nullified by what I consider a
historically bad call-but I'm
a little biased), the 1M
department usually runs a
dam fine show. .
The irritant, which has
reared its ugly head with
disgusting frequency to my
team, is that some squads
just don't show up.
So far this season our
team, Damage, Inc., has
played five games (not
Another win came against a
team that had to recruit "
people out of the weight
room just before the game so
they could field a squad.
Are we good? Sure we
are. We're even better when
the other team doesn't show
up. .
Why is this happening?
At the beginning of the year,
intramural/ recreation
director Kevin Israel
announced there would be a
$20 fee per team.
Part of the reason for the
fee, which hadn't previously
been in affect, was to help
cut down on the number of
canceled games ..
Thereis also a $5 charge
for each game a team .
forfeits. The money factor
doesn't seem to be working.
The blame doesn't lie
fsp rts
including a horrid exhibition
game) and our record is a
shiny 4-1.
And while we've played
decently, the record is a
deceptive one.
Two of our victories have
come as a result of forfeits.
• Broncos cant.
from page 17
Reid combined to sack
NAU quarterback Jeff
Lewis and cause a fumble
on the Lumberjacks' first
possession of the second
half.
Defensive end Greg
Sabala recovered the
fumble on the 'Jacks' 19
yard line, and things
looked good for BSU.
But once again the
tide turned for the
Broncos when Hilde
lined up in the shotgun,
looked into the endzone
and was intercepted at
the goal line.
The Broncos managed
their only touchdown of
the day when Hilde
found tight end Dave
Deitz in the end zone for
a 13-yard touchdown
pass to cap off a 79-yard
drive.
"1 saw some signs in
the second half I really
liked," Allen said. .
The Broncos
with the department,
obviously.
It lies with the players
and the team captains to
read the damned schedule
and to show up on time. Or
at least show up.
Granted, there-are time.
conflicts. People have to
study or work. But it
shouldn'tbe that hard to
field a team, really. .
The game is a seven-on-
seven affair, but you can
play with only five.
While it may seem
pathetic to some, to people
like me programs such as
intramurals are the last stop
before the rocking chair. I
like to be competitive, to try
and win. Having fun fits in
there somewhere, too.
But we can't do that it if
no C?neelse shows up. I
I
I
• Aibiter/Scolt Raven
BSU quarterback Tony Hilde drops back to pass in
Saturday's loss to NAU. Hilde was sacked 13times.
continued to threaten
and get in scoring
position, but couldn't
convert excellent drives
into touchdowns.
Boise State did get
two points on a blocked
extra point attempt by
the Lumberjacks.
Smith charged up the
middle and blocked the
kick and cornerback
Rashid Gayle returned
the ball 85 yards for two
points.
The Broncos will be on
the road next weekend
when they take on Weber
State in Ogden, Utah.
The Wildcats, who
were thumped 45-17 by
Montana last Saturday,
are 0-4 in the conference.
The Broncos are still
looking for their first Big
Sky win after a pair of
.tries.
But they aren't the
only team. Idaho State,
which was crushed by
Idaho 56-27 in Pocatello
is' still 0-3 in the
conference.
• Sandmire cant.
trorn page 17
discrimination or prejudice.
She said some male
coaches are sometimes
reluctant to send their
gymnasts to a team coached
by a woman, but once they
see the program's success,
their doubts are dispelled.
These days; Sandmire
. notes, most people don't care
what sex the coach is.
"1 think people just look at
the results," she said.
The results of her efforts
don't just show in her
athletic endeavors. She is
active in the community as
well, from working with
Payada, a youth program in
Boise, to her most recent
undertaking-organizing an
alcohol-free tailgate party for
the Idaho State-BSU football
game.
. "It's not prohibition
revisited," Sandmire said,
and suggested the party
shouldn't be taken as a
condemnation of drinking.
"The purpose is to educate
and have fun."
Given Sandmire's attitude
and past successes, it
probably will be.
Adonis Nutrition Systems ...
H!Jmagro -- a homqpathic growth hormone that helps
stimulate the body snatural growth hormone to
Increasestrength and overalrperformance ..
380 tablets (6.wk. supply) $26.95 .
Test·R. -- a homopat/Jic testosterone intended to help
both men and women safely and quickly increase
strength and Improve endurance.
380 tablets (6wk. supply) $22.95 .
Thermaleen -- ~ thermogeryic formula containing the
precise proportion of caffeine, ephedrine, and aspirin
for safe and effective fat cell reduction. . .
60 capsules $19.95.
To order, call 344-9751
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I've decided it would
be in my best financial
interest to write a moti-
vational book for: profes-
" sionals, I've noticed that
these type of books, such
as Wealth Without Risk,
How to Swim with the
Sharks, and The Vallet}of
the Dolls tend to go
through the roof.
After consulting with
my. wife, we've come to
realize that our roof
could use a good "going
through," so it has come
to pass that I am writing
what will soon be the
toast of the New York
Times Book Section, or
perhaps Mad Magazine.
However, I need a test
market. My publisher,
Freddie Schmeckman, of
Schmeckman Publish-
ing, (formerly Schmeck-
man Mechanical Bulls
and Schmeckman's
International House of
Yarn) thought it would
be wise to print an
excerpt in The Arbiter
and see how some future
professional money-
grubbers like you and
me would respond. The
following excerpt is from
chapter one, titled,
"Sholty's Seven Habits
ofHigbly Ineffective .
People."
Sh Ity's Sev n
H bits of Hi hly
Ineffective People
• 1-1 start my day
with cheer and optimism
by repeatedly chanting
this simple phrase: "Hey,
at least I'm not Joey
Buitajuoco. "
• 2-Breakfa.st is a
highly underrated and oft-
neglected meal. Be like me.
Eat three.
• 3--Wllen I'm stuck
in a mental block at work,
and I can't seem to con-
centrate, I stop what l'm
doing, open the window,
and drop whoever is
annoying me out the win-
dow. The cops will never
believe that I would actu-
ally do that. Trust me, I've
done it many times in
other states. Warning:
this method does not
work if you work on the
third floor or lower.
Also, don't forget chlo-
roform.
• 4-1 write myself a
letter stating three goals
that I want to achieve in
the next year. I put it in
an envelope and mail it.
When the Post Office
delivers it to me eleven
months later, I see what
kind of progress I've made.
• 5--A highly ineffec-
tive person shouldn't
bother to take notice when
a postal employee says, "
Boy, I sure am disgrun-
tled. "
• 6-Don'tforget to
synergize. Also, don't for-
get to floss. A highly inef-
fective person can't be
seen traipsing around
with unsynergized tartar
build-up.
• 7-A word about
wardrobe: a highly ineffec-
tive person's wardrobe
should consist mostly of
plaids and checks. Either
that, or Garanimals.
Remember, there are a bil-
lion people in China who
don't care what color your
tie is.
This is the first of
what may be many
installments, depending
on my publisher, Fred-
die Schmeckman. For
some reason, he's not
returning my phone
calls.
..
(Todd Sholty is a
columnist for The
Arbiter, and he will soon
befeatured in Who's
Who of Ineffective
America" College Stu-
dents.)
Donate Blood Plasma
15people =$500 weekly
American BianCdJcaJ Center 40,000,000 Hospital patients
1021 Broadway rely 00 plasma
338-0613 60,000Hemophiliacs rely
00 plasma
........... ~ •. _. - _ •. ~ _••,." .,. ~.," '>_ ,~_ •••• _ "" 0-,.,-< .~ .•.•. ,.. ,"' .••. '__ . . _ ._ ..
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Idaho Voicesof Faithfor Human
Rights seeks volunteers!
People of all faiths are working for
human rl~hts in Idaho
Call 375-8712
YOUNGLIFE101
Sunday nights, 8:30-9:30 pm
SUB Boyington Room
Meet new friends for Bible study
and discussion.
"Nobody JoinsYQung Life,
_YouJust Show Up!"
Call Tom, 377-5240
Campus Ministries
Bible -Studies and Fellowships
Tuesdays, 7 pm
2001 University Drive
Call Dan at 345-4425-
STUDENT YWCA
"THEPOLITICALMUSCLEFORBSU
WOMEN"
Wednesdays, 3:30-4:30
at the Women's Center
Call Joan at 385-4259
Hyde Park Mennonite Fellowship
Sixth Annual Self-Help Craft Fair
Oct. 15TH am-9 pm
Oct. 16,9 am-4 pm
1520 N. 12th Street
Call 336-3472
Turning Points Workshop
Meets Wednesday 3-4 pm
Open to all Non-Traditional
Students, Sponsored by the
Women's Center
...., .........._ ..... _. __ .... _ ...._,,__ -.. ~_"-'._~., __..,.__ ..__ ...... '... _";,,,".·lL_. ."- - ' " - _ -' -' ~.~.~ .
Hulls Gulch Needs Your Help
Enthusiasts must meet the
Nov. 1 PURCHASEDEADLINE
to preserve Hulls Gulch as a
public recreational area
Tofind out what you can do to save
Hulls Gulch, call 345~6709
CRUISE SHIP JOBS!
Students needed! Earn
$2000+ monthly.
Summer/holidays/fulltime. MISC.
World travel. Caribbean,
Hawaii, Europe, Mexico. ERIKFLOAN - WRITING
Tour Guides, Gift Shop Sales, TUTOR Brainstorming/
Deck Hands, Casino Structuring/ Editing.
Workers, etc. No experience Guaranteed to make you a
necessary. CALL 602-680- better writer. Call 344-2383.
.4647,Ext C147.
LOST EARRING - Gold-
NEED CARE GIVER for Looks like a leaf. Lost near
two children in my home moduals @ BSU in or around
near BSU. 12- 16 old Health-Sciences building
hours/week; Flexible hours. on August 21. Call Kathy at
342-3387. . 338-1602.
Join America's
Largest Service Organization
CmCLE K INTERNATIONAL
Mondays, 5 pm
SUB Ada Hatch Ballroom C
Call Amy Brown at 342-7706
Celebrate Community Service and
Social Awareness
INTOTHESTREETS
Saturday, Nov. 6,10 am-2 pm
Kick-off in the SUB -
Call Fafa at 385-4240
TUTORING- Experienced
Teacher. Biology, Reports,
Study Skills. Mell Dodson
336-7674. ~ ,ietJ4e4,
5 Mile& Fairview BroadwayPark
10366 FairviewAve. 2168 Broadway
376-ROSE 342-ROSE
Roses Starting at $9.99 a dozen
PERSONALS
Holly, thanks for all your
support. I will Love you
always. James
Box1
SWM looking for you the
perfect female to be a friend
and willing to grow into a
serious relationship. I like
sports, long walks, all types
of people and talking and lis-
tening to what you have to
say. I am a very loving
youngman.
Box2
HIRING International
Co. opening new office in
Boise. Looking for profes-
sional and outgoing people
to supervise local! surround-
ing areas. 322-7674.
IN HOME CARE GIVER
needed for a 2 month old
child. Own transportation,
Non-smoker. Must like ani-
mals and be flexiblewith my
needs. Part-time now,
between M-F 7:30-5:30,.pos-
sible full-time. Contact Vicky
345-4148.
SUCCESS! Rapidly
Growing Environmental
company expanding in Boise
looking for people who are
money motivated for suc-
cess. Managerial and super-
visory positions available
now! No phone interviews.
376-4856.
OPPORTUNITIES
900 PHONE LINES
TURNKEY AND CUSTOM
LINES. FORCOMPREHEN-
SIVEINFO KIT SEND $2.00
TO: DHM, 15702 HALL-
DALE AVE.#A, GARDENA,
CA 90247
"..
GREEKS AND CLUBS
Raise up to $1000 in JUST
ONE WEEK! For your fra-
ternity, sorority & club. Plus
$1000 for yourself! And a
FREE T-SHIRT just for call-
ing. 1-800-932-0528,ext. 75.
FUND RAISER. Raise
$500 in 5 days. Groups,
Clubs, motivated individu-
als. 1-800-775-3851ext. 101.
~ _ ..
"
)
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SPECIAL NOTE' FOR
PERSONALS •••
Along with your personal ad
or.message, please include
your phone number. Don't
worry, it won't get into the
paper. We just need it for
verification purposes and it
will be kept strictly and
EXTREMELY CONFIDENTIAL.
Send them to The Arbiter,
attn: Personals, 1910
University Dr., Boise, 82725.
Or bring' em by the SUB
AnnexI. %
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Association for
-NON-TRADITIONALSTUDENTS
Wednesday, Oct. 13, 2:30 pm
SUB Ah Fong Room
Sexual Assault Awareness Week
Oct. 18-22
Call the Women's Center at
385-4259
for a schedule of events
Improve Relaitonstup Skills
With the Interpersonal Group
Call Kendra at 375-4357
BSU ACLU
is getting organized!
Call Dale at 343-5061
Rock Climbing Club
Wednesday, Oct. 13,4 pm
Rock-Climbing Gym
Call Rob at 343-1887
DPMA Student Chapter Meeting
Every 2nd and 4th Tuesday
7:30 pm in Jordan Ballroom B
Call Elden at 384-9181
AMNESTYINTERNATIONAL
2nd and 4th Mondays
SUB Brink Room
Check the SUB calender for times
Election Time!!!
COLLEGE DEMOCRATS
Friday, Oct. 15,3-4 pm
SUB Shipman Room
Call Eve at 385-4577
Becomea~ce
'for the students at BSUr·
OcTOBER
-, mection padcets available inASBSU office
.20 mection packets due back inASBSU office by5p.m.
NOVEMBER
-5 Deadline lorwrite-inappHcatioIls,5p.m.inASBSU.
-5 Absentee baUotinB begins at ASBSU office at 9a.m.
-8 Senate Debates-meet the c:andfdates, Bravalnoon
-8 Absentee ballotins ends at 5p.m.
-106U Votlnd:OOa.m... S:OO p.m.
inmafnlob6iesofthe ~J~. ,Education"
~~~~Bu((4~Center, ,
The Union... open lor vOting until
7:30p.m.onthelOth )NLY.)
-11 Announcement of elections results in Senate
Forum (approx. 5polD.) .
-18' SwearInf4n~(l\Y,Senate Forum atCp.m.
Por more information call385-1280~'--AlW
